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GREENHOUSE 
SUPPLIES

SUNGROWER®
PRE-CUT GREENHOUSE POLY 

POLY COVERS

GREENHOUSE 
GROWING

SHADE CLOTH

LIGHT DEPRIVATION

Left Coast Wholesale offers SUNGROWER PRE-CUT 
GREENHOUSE POLY cut to a variety of options of 
standard lengths and widths for easy deployment. 
Sungrower Supply Greenhouse Poly is made to 
last multiple seasons and is available in 6, 8, and 
12 mil. Growers can count on Sungrower Supply’s 
greenhouse materials that are built to last in even 
the toughest environments.

DURAMAX 200 is a 12 mil woven poly greenhouse 
cover that permits 85% light transmission in 
greenhouse environments. Duramax 200 greenhouse 
covers are graded to last 6 years under normal climate 
and growing conditions. 

Ideal for hoop houses and greenhouses in hotter 
climates, Duramax 200 is a cost-effective and 
manageable solution for greenhouse growing that will 
last for years to come.

AVAILABLE IN PRE-CUT WIDTHS  RANGING
FROM 25’ -50’ AND LENGTHS 50’ - 150’. 

ORDERING DETAILS
Call or visit our website to see available 
sizes and place an order. 

DURAWEAVE 150 is an 8 mil woven poly greenhouse 
cover that permits 88% light transmission in 
greenhouse environments. About half as thin as its 12 
mil counterpart, Duraweave 150 greenhouse covers are 
graded to last 4 years under normal climate and 
growing conditions. 

Ideal for hoop houses and greenhouses, Duraweave is a 
cost-effective and manageable solution for greenhouse 
growing that will last for years to come. Recommended 
for greenhouses in moderate-to-warm climates

AVAILABLE IN PRE-CUT WIDTHS  RANGING
FROM 20’ - 50’ AND LENGTHS 50’ - 150’. 

DIFFUSION AND 
TRANSMISSION
You will notice two different ratings in cover 
descriptions. The first rating is the LIGHT 
TRANSMISSION RATING, which is a measure of 
how much light can reach your plants through the 
cover without being obscured or reflected. As a 
general rule, thin stocks like 4 and 6 mil will allow 
for more light transmission and heat retention 
than thicker stocks.

The second rating is for its DIFFUSION, which is a 
measure of how much light is scattered or spread 
out. Diffused light is more effective at penetrating 
deep into the canopy and is evenly distributed as 
opposed to hitting only the tops of your plants. 
This results in increased photosynthetic 
productivity in the entire plant, maximizing yields.

DURAWEAVE 8 MIL
WOVEN 8 MIL, 88%
TRANSMISSION

DURAMAX 12 MIL
WOVEN 12 MIL, 85%
TRANSMISSION

SUNGROWER DURAWEAVE 150
8 MIL WOVEN 88% TRANSMISSION

SUNGROWER DURAMAX 200
12 MIL WOVEN 85% TRANSMISSION
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GREENHOUSE 
SUPPLIES

OUTDOOR 
MATERIALS
SUNGROWERSHADE CLOTH
Perfect for high-temperature environments, the 40% 
SHADE CLOTH blocks 40% of light to retain cooler 
temperatures in the growing environment. While this 
shade cloth will provide protection from some extreme 
outdoor elements, it’s specifically meant to lessen the 
intensity of the midday sun.

AVAILABLE IN PRE-CUT WIDTHS FROM 20’ TO 40’, AND 
LENGHTS FROM 50’ TO 150’

SUNGROWER PRIVACY FENCING
SUNGROWER PRIVACY FENCING is a durable poly 
screen fabric with a reinforced hem and grommets for 
easy installation. In addition to privacy, this fencing is 
great for keeping wild animals out and protecting your 
outdoor pets by giving them a confined space to roam, 
keeping them from becoming a nuisance to neighbors. 

AVAILABLE PRE-CUT 6’ WIDE X 300’ LONG

GROUND COVER  
Strong, durable, and resistant to weed penetration, this 
3 oz GROUND COVER helps to reflect light and reduce 
heat on your plants. The White Ground Cover can also 
be used as an alternative to a frost blanket. When 
applied on top of plantings, it protects against light frost 
and cold temperatures by holding heat in during the 
day and by blocking wind at night.

PRE-CUT SIZES OF EITHER 12’ OR 15’ WIDE X 300’ LONG

40% SHADE 
CLOTH

PRIVACY 
FENCING

GROUND 
COVER

6 MIL NON-WOVEN BLACKOUT

SUNGROWER BLACKOUT POLY

BLACKOUT GREENHOUSE POLY is a multi-layer 6 mil 
cover blocks all light passage, ensuring no light will 
reach your plants until you want it to! This film is strong, 
durable and resilient to harsh environmental 
conditions. It is manufactured using innovative 
polymers and extruding technologies and has a track 
record of high performance over many years.

Using blackout poly on your greenhouse is found to 
result in improved production and increased plant yield 
that comes from growing year-round, and it is seen as a 
more eco-friendly growing practice.

AVAILABLE IN PRE-CUT WIDTHS FROM 25’ TO 50’ AND 
LENGTHS FROM 100’ TO 150’.

6 MIL NON-WOVEN

90% TRANSMISSION

62% DIFFUSION

SUNGROWER DIFFUSED POLY

6 MIL NON-WOVEN POLY is made for greenhouses in 
moderate to warm climates, and permits 90% light 
transmission. This economical covering helps growers 
maintain better heat distribution to help regulate their 
plants. 

With easy set up and removal, these durable poly 
covers also resist shifting temperatures, debris, hail, 
and other bad weather. For use in generally moderate 
to cooler climates.

AVAILABLE IN PRE-CUT WIDTHS  RANGING
FROM 25’ -50’ AND LENGTHS FROM 50’ - 150’. 

BLACKOUT NON-WOVEN 
6MIL NON-BREATHABLE

DIFFUSED POLY
NON-WOVEN 90%
TRANSMISSION


